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  I.	Difference Between Basic Theories of Democratic and 
	Totalitarian Propagandas

	Democratic propaganda, “The Strategy of Truth,” is based on the theory that “The People 
	never will be wrong if they are well informed.”

Totalitarian propaganda is based on the theory that “The masses are feminine and 
primitive, unconcerned with logical consistency and moved only by their emotions.”
	
 II.	Totalitarian Propaganda Division
	
	A.	Propaganda for home consumption
	B.	Propaganda for export
	C.	Counter Propaganda

III.	The Totalitarian Technique as Applied by the Germans

	A.	Purpose of German Propaganda
		1.	Propaganda is a failure unless it can produce a desired action.

	B.	German Evaluation of the Audience
		1.	The masses are primitive and feminine. (Hitler)
		2.	They are motivated largely by feeling and instinct.
		3.	The most significant aspect of the masses’ irrational nature is their longing 
for faith.
		4.	Cruelty and brutality elicit their respect.
		5.	They want someone to frighten them and make them shudderingly 
submissive.
		6.	They want an object of hatred for their own cruelty and brutality.

	C .	German Principles of Influencing the Audience.
		
		1.	Fundamental principle of German short wave strategists is “Suggestion 
only can be effective in a state of high emotion.”
		2.	The more primitive the method of propaganda the more intense will be the 
reaction of the masses which feel and react primitively.
		3.	Appeal to the masses’ irrationality via their
			a.	Longings
			b.	Drives
			c.	Impulses
			d.	Demands
			e.	Strivings

		4.	The propagandists’ most effective and telling weapon is a challenging view of a new way of life – that must not necessarily be honest.
		5.	“Only a storm of burning pasion can turn people’s destinies and only he 
who harbors passion in himself can arouse passion.”
			(Hitler)

	D.	German Recommended Forms for the Presentation of Ideas

		1.	Ideas must be simple, clear, easily understood by an untrained mind.
		2.	Propaganda must be limited to a very few points.
		3.	Ideas must be presented as slogans.
		4.	Slough off everything not relevant to the issue and which might confuse 
the propagandists’ main point.
		5.	Unify objects of hate.

	E.	Five Constituent Elements of German Foreign Broadcasts

		1.	Entertainment – the foundation of the program, 70% of German broadcasts 
musical by 1939.
		2.	Culture – symphonic music, classical and modern, music fesitivals, 
readings of great literature, courses of instruction.
		3.	Reportage – broadcasts of events and experiences, not necessarily taking 
place concomitantly with the event.
		4.	Talks – lectures, interviews, etc.
		5.	News – brief summaries of immediately recent events.

	F.	German Evaluation of Respective Efficiency of Each Element as Reflected in 
Changed Proportional Employment After Four Years’ Experiment 1935-1939.

					1935		1939		Change

		Entertainment		61.6%		69.4%		+7.8%		(+11%)
		       (musical)
		Culture		  4.7%		  3.6%		-1.1%		(-25%)
		Reportage		  4.7%		  6.8%		+2.1%		(+50%)
		Talks			  8.5%		  4.7%		-3.8%		(-60%)
		News			11.8%		  9.9%		-1.9%		(-15%)

Note: Four years’ experience (1935 to 1939) led the Germans to revise their 
estimates of the comparative efficacy of each of the elements in their propaganda.  
In 1939 they decreased the number of talks they broadcast approximately 60%.  
They increased the amount of reportage they broadcase more than 50%.  Though 
61.6% of their 1935 shows already were musical entertainment, by 1939 they 
decided to increase the proportion of music in their broad program more than 
11%.  They evidently found talks quite inefficient, cut them 25%.  The Germans’ experience proved musical shows to be the most efficient, 700% more effective 
than their next element, News, though Reportage in four years jumped 50% to 
crowd News.  Culture and Talks proved least efficient.
	
G.	German Form of Presentation of Each Element.

	1.	Music should be utilized to entice and lull the audience.
	2.	Culture must lead the pseudo intellectuals from Goethe to Hitler.
	3.	Reportage – radio achieves its greatest emotional and dramatic effects in the sense 
of reality, the excitement, the enthusiasm, which only surge up in the middle of 
the effect of a united crowd that radio reportage can effectively produce.  
Reportage should be ad lib, spontaneous and enthusiastic – but must not 
necessarily take place concomitantly with the event.
	4.	Talks must not be long and boring lectures.  The best forms for spoken programs 
are short bulletins, interviews, radio plays with small casts, three-way 
conversations, political skits and political “cabarets” accompanied and/or 
constantly interrupted by music.
	5.	News should only give brief summaries and must consistently express one 
propaganda view.
								
H.	Various Anti-United States Themes Broadcast by Germans to Latin America

	1.	U.S. economic expansion to South is natural and inevitable.
	2.	With the establishment of military and naval bases in Latin America, the U.S. will 
be able to impose her will on Latin Americans.
	3.	U.S. is not a democracy but a demo-plutocracy.
	4.	U.S. is Bolshevist, a menace to the established church and social structures of 
Latin America.
	5.	U.S. maltreats its minorities.
		a.	Lynchings
	6.	Uncle Sam, the Jewish Shylock’s most recent device is Pan Americanism.
	7.	Gangsterism is a symptom of the anarchy existing in the United States.

   I.	Germans’ Choice of Broadcasters to United States Reflecting German Intention to 
Exploit Sectional and Class Interests and Differences

	1.	Fred Kaltenback – Iowa-born Ph.D. offers “folks back home” in Iowa advice on 
how to think and act in “Letters to Harry” once a week.  Gives military review 
slanted to same “folks” once a week.  Talks on “Anglo-American Relations” once 
a week.  Talks on “German Contributions to the Making of America” once a 
week.
	2.	Dr. Otto Koischwitz – former Professor at Hunter College, New York City, “O K 
Speaking” broadcasts topical talks five times a week, a College Hour one day a 
week.  The doctor’s propaganda is custom tailored to our American white collar workers.
	3.	Constance Drexel – purportedly a Philadelphia socialite and heiress, assures 
culturally minded Americans that opera and the arts thrive in Germany; presents 
an “Interview of the Week” featuring German military, political or economic 
figures in guttural English, boasting of National Socialist exploits in their 
respective fields.
	4.	Gertrude Hahn – broadcasts a dramatic monologue entitled “Hot Off the Wire” in 
which she is supposed to be a telephone operator for the “Pittsburgh Tribune.”  
Her show slants primarily toward the workers.

  IV.	Spanish Civil War a Testing Ground for Comparative Efficacy of Totalitarian and 
Democratic Propaganda Techniques

	A.	Loyalist Propaganda.  An example of the Democratic Technique

		1.	Narrow Loyalist censorship prevented the effective use of the Loyalist 
radio facilities for reportage by friendly correspondents.
		2.	Broadcasts of exaggerated and inaccurate news compromised subsequent 
Loyalist propaganda efforts.
		3.	Old fashioned and static themes:
			a.	The morale of the Loyalist Army and civilians.
			b.	The common interest of all free countries in the face of totalitarian 
aggression.

	B.	 Franco’s Totalitarian Propaganda
		 1.	Characterized the rebels as fighting for the “liberation” of Spain.
									(Use of symbols)
		 2.	Stamped the Spanish Republic as “Bolshevick”
									(Name calling)
		 3.	Claimed the rebels had the “supernatural task of freeing Spain and the 
world from ‘anarchy’”.			(Invective)
		 4.	Disclaimed responsibility for the outbreak of the Civil War while at the 
same time - 					(Scapegoats)
		 5.	Stressed rebel military superiority		(Power and Invincibility)
		 6.	Employed Catholic masses with consent of the Pope
						(Transference Association with “good” symbols.)
		 7.	Threatened reprisals against individual Loyalists (Strategy of terror)
		 8.	“Francoists represent the ‘right’ cause and are gentlemen; Loyalists are 
‘criminals’”.	(Technique of boasting and name calling)
		 9.	“Reds are ravening beasts.  They give vouchers for rape as rewards to their 
soldiers.				(Vituperation)
		10.	“We show the Red cowards what it means to be a man – and incidentally, 
the wives of the Reds, too.  Kicking their legs about and struggling doesn’t 
save them.”  (Technique of sadistic sexual humor)
	C.	Evaluation of Spanish Civil War Propaganda Battle

		Though the Loyalists controlled most of Spain’s broadcasting facilities, Franco’s 
propaganda was more successful because it was more dramatic, more emotional 
and more dynamic.  The experience of the Spanish Civil War would seem to 
indicate the superiority of the totalitarian technique of propaganda except that 
examination of the Loyalists’ method of employing the Democratic method shows 
that the Loyalists failed really to put the Democratic technique to a fair test.  The 
Democratic technique expressly states that the people never can be wrong if they 
are well informed.  The Loyalists did not succeed in well informing the people so 
the Spanish Civil War actually is not a fair test of “The People Well Informed vs. 
The People Primitive and Feminine.”

   V.	Totalitarian Broadcasting Facilities Compared with United Nations

	A.	Number of Short Wave Transmitting Stations

		Germany			 15	United States		23 (including 9 part-time)
		New Germany		 15	Australia	)
		(Luxembourg, Czecho-		India		)
		Slovakia, Poland)					)	49 (approximate)
									)
		Occupied Countries			Chungking	)
		(Holland, Belgium, 					)
		Occupied France,		 20	Great Britain	)
		Norway, Baltic Countries,				)
		Greece, Serbia			U.S.S.R.	)
									
		Other Axis Countries
		(Italy, Finland,		 20
		Hungary, Rumania)	
		Japan				 50				     
		Totalitarian			120	United Nations	 72 (approximate)

	B.	Number of Transmitting Frequencies Employed

		Axis in Europe (approx)	125	United States		 50
		Axis Asia			  50	Other United Nations	130 (approximate)
		Other Axis (Not including	105
		Dakar, Morocco, Spain, 
		Martinique, etc.)		      				       
		Total Axis Wave			Total United Nations
		Lengths			280	Wave Lengths	180
	C.	Number of Languages Broadcast by Axis and by United Nations

		Berlin				  39	United States		  24 (approximate)
		Rome				  30	B.B.C.			  42
		Japan				  31	U.S.S.R.	)		(Figures not
							Chungking	)		available)
		Finland			  14	India		)	       
		Axis Total			114	United Nations	   66	(plus U.S.S.R.
											Chungking & 
											India

Note: B.B.C. does not broadcast in the 
Breton French idioms.  U.S. (Aug. 1942) 
does not broadcast in Persian.
	D. 	Evaluation

The effectiveness of the “Strategy of Truth” is based on the condition that the 
masses never will be wrong if they are well informed.

The Totalitarian Nations at present have twice the United Nations’ facilities for 
informing or misinforming the masses.

	E.	Conclusion

		The United Nations must employ a superior psychological approach.

 VI.	A Survey of General Attitudes Leading to Non-resistance to Axis Aggression

	A.	Description of Attitudes

		1.	Attitudes of people who refuse to recognize the danger to themselves of an 
Axis victory.
			a.	The Inert:	“I’m so badly off anyhow; what difference does it 
make to me?”
			b.	Escapists:	“Hitler won’t bother to attack us.”
			c.	Appeasers:	“The Axis is aggressive and determined to force a 
fight but if we don’t attack them or provoke them 
they’ll leave us alone.”
			d.	Condoners: 	“The Axis’ aggressiveness is justified.  We have no 
quarrel with it.  Therefore they won’t be aggressive 
toward us.”
			e.	Admirers:	“The Axis is efficient.  They’re aggressive, all right, 
but they’re getting things done.  Maybe we could do 
with a little Axis efficiency right here.
		2.	Attitudes of those people who recognize the danger of Axis aggression and 
approve it.

			a.	The Dissatisfied:	“Sure the Axis is aggressive.  I don’t like the
				Note – These		people in power here now.  They make me 
				are the petty		unhappy.   They treat me unfairly.  When 
				clerks, small		the Axis takes over, the Axis’ll kick out
				shopkeepers,		the people in power here now.  I’ll have
				etc., the 		my revenge.
				squeezed

			b.	The Insecure:		“The Axis believes in a master class and a 
slave class.  They’ll take over and keep my 
(upper) class in power.  They’ll eliminate the 
Communists.  I’ll be able to keep my 
privileged position.”

	B.	Summary and Evaluation of Attitudes

		1.	Summary – There are many variations but they all fall under the preceding 
classifications.  Other variations, i.e., rationalizations, the United Nations 
won’t win the war.  Let’s back a winner.  The United Nations really aren’t 
united.  The United States wants to dominate the world.  We are suffering 
economically in this war which the United States forced on us by butting 
into European affairs.  We hat Communism.  Fascism will help us 
maintain the status quo.  We fear the wrath of the Axis.  Our own military 
and naval establishments are thoroughly inadequate.  If you are a mouse 
and a lion is ignoring you, why provoke him?  Even if we did want to help 
the United Nations, what can we do?

		2.	Evaluation – Some refuse to recognize the danger of Axis aggression.  
Others recognize it and approve it.  Both types will do nothing to help the 
United Nations, the first type because they refuse to recognize any danger; 
the second type because they believe the Axis is invincible and they look 
forward to an Axis victory.

		3.	Net result – non-cooperation with the United Nations.

 VII	General Principle of Propaganda to Be Employed by United Nations

	A.	People who refuse to recognize the danger of an Axis victory to their own welfare 
must be convinced that Axis victory is a real danger.

	B.	People who recognize the danger of an Axis victory must be convinced that the Axis is not invincible.

Note: This poses a neat dilemma.  Propaganda that seeks to prove to Type A that 
the Axis is a force to be feared will strengthen the position of Type B who say the 
Axis is invincible.  Therefore: --

	C.	Propaganda must include “A” and “B” in careful tempo and proportions but 
emphasis should be directed at proving dramatically that present Axis aggression 
is a menace to all –

	D.	That the best way for all people to protect themselves is to cooperate with the 
United Nations’ struggle against the Axis.

VIII	General Method

	1.	Strengthen people’s confidence in the good things they already have.
	2.	Describe the deprivations, physical, mental and moral and spiritual, the Axis 
imposes on the people of Axis vassal states.
	3.	Strengthen people’s confidence in their prospects for a better life under their own 
people then they can hope for under Axis domination.
	4.	Make people feel their own strength and independence.
	5.	Make them want to fight against the possibility of an Axis victory.
	6.	Make them feel the Axis is dangerous but not invincible.
	7.	Tell them what they can do to help the United Nations.
	8.	Make them feel “All of us free people better hang together or by God, the Axis 
will hang us each separately!”

  IX	Theme

	You have a vital stake in a United Nations victory!

    X	the Psychological Principles of Suggestion Applied to Propaganda

	A.	Attention Value - Propaganda should appeal strongly to the people to whom it is 
directed.

	B.	Positive Statement - Propaganda produces results readily if it is positive rather 
than negative.  “Do this” is more uniformly effective than “Thou Shalt Not.”

	C.	Authority - Propaganda always should be linked to a source of unimpeachable 
authority.  Authorities should be varied, depending on the background of the 
people addressed, but all persons can be affected by some authority.

	D.	Indirect Presentation – Propaganda should be so presented that the people can feel that the propagandists’ idea is their own.

	E.	Faith – Build up blind faith not critical analysis.  If propaganda produces a critical 
attitude, hesitation and delay will result, allowing counter-propaganda to act.  The 
action the propagandists hoped to produce may never result.

	F.	Utilization of Old Beliefs – Maintained by emotions of love and hate, propaganda 
based on old beliefs will be accepted without criticism.  The forces so set in 
motion are inconceivably more potent than those which are aroused through 
reason.

   XI	Audience Organization

	A.	The most efficient propaganda will be valueless unless it reaches the people it is 
intended for.  Totalitarian audience organization is thorough and extensive.  Thus 
far the United Nations have not done much work in this field.  Considering the 
Axis’ quantitative superiority in coverage the United Nations must speedily 
organize means to attract the greatest number of listeners to each of the receiving 
sets reached by United Nations’ transmitters.  This only can be attained through 
study of and improvement upon the Axis audience organization efforts.  	14

XII	Summary

An evaluation of the comparative efficiency of Totalitarian and Democratic principles of 
propaganda based on experience at present is impossible because the United Nations still 
have to fulfill the second condition of their principle of the Strategy of Truth – the people 
must be well informed.  To accomplish this the United Nations’ propagandists must 
utilize the most effective psychological techniques, the most effective transmitting 
facilities and the most effective audience organizational means available, including 
borrowing and improving upon the known results of Axis experiments.

XIII	Recommendations

	A.	Method

		 1.	Employment of script writers who have knowledge of the ethnic and 
psychological characteristics of the people addressed, as well as complete 
familiarity with the historical, social and geographical background of the 
people’ nation.
		 2.	Scripts must be 100% accurate to insure listener confidence.
		 3.	There must be speed in reporting news immediately after the event.
		 4.	Axis counter-attacks must be quickly refuted.
		 5.	Mistakes of Spanish Loyalists and French must not be repeated.
		 6.	Program coverage must consider class interests of audience addressed.
		 7.	Differentiation should be made between propaganda for home 
consumption and for export abroad.
		 8.	The proper proportion of program elements, music, reportage, etc., must 
be observed.
		 9.	The yardstick of your propaganda directives must be applied to all shows.  
If your program doesn’t sell your propaganda, junk it and rephrase it so 
that it will.
		10.	Cognizance must be taken of your audience’s listening habits.
				a.	Listening to foreign short wave broadcasts in Occupied 
Europe can cost a listener his life.  Send him broadcasts he 
vitally wants to hear – give them to him succinctly and 
several times a day so that if it is impossible for him to tune 
on at a certain time he can pick up your broadcast later.
				b.	In the United States there is a radio for every five people.  
In South America there is only one receiver for each 42 ½ 
people.  In China the proportion of receivers to listeners is 
probably much lower.  So in the United States the listening 
habits of the individual should be considered.  In Latin 
America a large percentage of the people are accustomed to 
going to a cantina to listen, so the cantina proprietor’s 
habits should be our concern in Latin America.
		11.	Listening audiences must be utilized if they are available and organized if 
    			they are not.

	B.	Content

		1.	Propaganda Themes for American Audiences
			The duty of a democratic government in time of war is to provide the 
			people with a realistic basis for the foundation of sound judgments. 
     			(Mac Leish)
			a.	Clarify the possible consequences of an enemy victory.
			b.	Provide the people with facts which they can use to criticize the 
    				government being careful to distinguish between material for 
				honest criticism and material designed to create disunity.
			c.	Give the people all the available information that will not give
				aid and comfort to the enemy.
			d.	Inform people of attempts made by our enemies to influence them,
   				being careful at the same time not to become a transmitting 
          				instrument for enemy inspired rumors.
			e.	Make the people know and feel that he can turn easily to some
				authoritative source to discover whether or not information he 
     				picks up casually is coming from enemy propagandists.
			f.	Present the great ideals of freedom and liberty as our government’s
				and our people’s affirmative goal.
			g.	This war is larger than the struggle between any two or three
        				nations, larger than Japan’s war of aggression, larger even than any 
				war for national survival.  This is a “War for Human Freedom.”  
   				The unity of human beings is the American creed.
		2.	Pro-United States Propaganda Themes for Foreign Audiences
			a.	Millions of people from all countries live here in the United States, 
for the most part unaffected by the racial creeds of the countries 
from which many of them came.  The American Way demonstrates 
that people of different national origins can live together without 
periodically having to slay each other.
			b.	The American Way proves that a people does not have to base
				its claim to greatness on its warlikeness.
			c.	The American Way demonstrates that a nation can grow to vast
				proportions without the individual citizen losing representation
				in his nation’s government.
			d.	The American Way demonstrates the feasibility of government on 
				a scale that knows no geographical boundaries.

  XIV	Definition of the Kind of Democratic Propaganda That Will Be Effective

Information alone will not move people.  Information presented in a form that will create 
a desire for action on the part of the listener, still may produce only listener irritation or 
worse, listener frustration.

Effective Democratic Propaganda consists of “The Strategy of Truth” presented in a form 
designed to make the listeners want to act, plus psychological suggestion that indicates 
the appropriate action for the listener to take.
		***
	David Commons
	1835 Camino Palmero
	Hollywood, California

	September, 1942.
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